The term "cyberspace" still elicits a sense of fundamental departure from business as usual. Depicted in the popular press as being a metaphor for a medium without geographic boundaries, the dynamic new applications using computer networking technology are the epitome of a global project that, although barely visible, has an extensive geography consisting of terrestrial, maritime, outer space, and electromagnetic elements. 3 The processes of negotiation and bargaining, as well as the endemic politics of cyberspace, are surprisingly familiar.
For the most part, however, details of the case look like ineffectual multilateralism as usual, as the US strives to lead and others fail to follow. American technological innovation in the development and maintenance of the Internet's backbone is unquestioned. But a global effort to promote regulatory reform, including the inclusion of global stakeholders in the governance of the domain name system (DNS), is a tense political issue closely linked with national cybersecurity. In sum, American "leadership" as first among equals has led to a succession of dead ends.
In this chapter we examine these processes -the competition between multinational corporations, other norm entrepreneurs and the US to dictate the terms of global cybersecurity norms; the efforts to institutionalize them at a global level; and the predictable failures in attempts at enforcement. Ironically -to use some of the jargon of the social sciences -an inability to generate a suitable global norm has only enhanced insecurity for all actors, as has the failure to agree over how to protect a non-excludable global public good. This has therefore led to a negative-sum outcome. In other words, American attempts to lead have resulted in everyone being worse off. Creating the Internet, and policing it, are two very different problems.
Conflict in cyberspace is a growing problem. Russian hacker-networks indirectly linked to the Kremlin opened a devastating cyber-front against Estonia in 2007. During Russia's 2008 war against Georgia, Russian hackers opened a front in cyberspace the night before conventional forces began their operations. The US is not exempt from this problem. Over the years, Chinese-based hacker networks alone have managed to extract 40 terabytes of information critical to US national security. 4 Many military analysts believe cyber defense and attack will be vital to future military efforts. Indeed, according to Lani Kass, director of the Air Force Cyber Task Force, "We are already at war in cyberspace," as both countries and terrorist organizations currently attempt to carry out cyber-attacks on US interests. Kass points out that "Chinese attacks on DOD (Department of Defense) networks are on the upswing,
